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It is very important for DM searches 
to sustain complementarities 
between collider, direct, indirect, 
theory and astrophysics.

Dark Matter Searches

DM distributions in the MW and dSphs
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視線速度分布

The Galactic Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy 
‣Dark matter dominated system (M/L~10-1000) 
‣Nearby (< 100 kpc) 
‣Clean (No SF activity)  

Indirect search for dark matter

Draco Ursa Minor Sculptor



Indirect search for dark matter
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KH et al. (2016)

- Dark matter signal is not detected. 
- Upper limits on DM ann. cross section

Understanding the DM density profiles of 
the dSphs is of very importance!



Estimate of J-factors for dSphs 
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Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015)
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Generalized dark matter density profile

Dynamical models for stars  
 ex) Jeans equations
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Current spec. observations for the dSphs

Spec. data from Matthew Walker+ priv. comm.

Ursa MinorNominal tidal radius 
~51 arcmin Nspec. ∼ 300

Current limit i~19 [mag]



Ursa MinorNominal tidal radius 
~51 arcmin 

Current limit i~19 [mag]

PFS limit i~22 [mag]

Current spec. observations for the dSphs

Ursa MinorNominal tidal radius 
~51 arcmin Nspec. ∼ 300

PFS pointing 
~1.3 deg diameter

Spec. data from Matthew Walker+ priv. comm.

Subaru-PFS 
|| 

Wide and Deep  
spec. survey
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Wide & deep PFS survey for dSphs

• ~5000 observable member stars in UMi dSph!                                             
⇔ (current data is only ~300) 

• Huge number of stellar kinematics out to the outskirts

PFS pointing
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Ursa Minor

# of the observed stars 
Member stars: 4886 
Non-member stars: 3635

Plot by KH, Komiyama, Yabe, and PFS-GA team
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Improve J-factor estimation
Plot by KH and PFS-GA teamMock data from GaiaChallenge
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Green: 500 sample 
Blue: 2500 sample within r_half 
Red: 2500 sample up to tidal radius

PFS forecast

Wide & deep spec. sample  
should be essential for  

accurate J-factor estimations.



Summary

1. The MW dSphs are ideal targets in the indirect dark matter searches. 

2. Subaru-PFS will enable us to measure a large number of stellar 
kinematics out to outer parts of dSphs. 

3. For dark matter searches, deep and wide spectroscopic 
observations by Subaru-PFS should be needed.


